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CONDITIONS FOR GENERATING

A NONVANISHTNG BOUNDED ANALYTIC FUNCTION

J. H. MANTEL

Abstract. B. A. Taylor and L. A. Rubel have posed the problem of finding

necessary and sufficient conditions on a set of given functions fx,f2, ■ ■ ■ ,f„

in H °° such that there exist functions g,, g2,. ■., g„ in H °° with 2?_1 f¡g¡ ¥=

0 in the open unit disc. L. A. Rubel has conjectured that a necessary and

sufficient condition is that there exist a harmonic minorant of log[S"_i|/-|]

in the open unit disc. The major result of this paper proves that the

conjecture is true if one of the given functions fx,f2, ■ ■ ■ ,f„ has a zero set

which is an interpolation set for H°°.

Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane and let H°° denote the

space of bounded holomorphic functions on D. If f\,f2, . . . ,/„ are n given

functions in //°°, we seek necessary and sufficient conditions that there are

functions g„ g2, .. ., g„ in H°° with

d) 2//(*)»(*)* ft    z^D-

If it happens that |2/g,| is actually bounded away from zero on D, then

A'fi' ■ ■ • >fn generate H°° (as an ideal); it is a known and difficult theorem of

L. Carleson that/,,/2, ...,/„ generate H°° if and only if

(2) 2 |/,(*)| > « > 0,       zGD

(see [2, p. 163]). Since we ask here for only the weaker condition that 2/g,

does not vanish in D, it is to be expected that (2) will be replaced by some

weaker condition. L. A. Rubel has conjectured that (1) holds for some

r?i> <?2> • • • > Sn if and only if tne function

O) M*) = iog2 |/,(*)|
has a harmonic minorant on D.2 We show in what follows that this conjecture

is true under the additional hypothesis that the zero set of some fj is an

interpolation sequence for H00.

A sequence of points {zk)k°=x in D is called an interpolation sequence for

H°° if, for each bounded sequence of complex numbers {wk}f=x, there exists

a function/in //°° such that/(zA) = wk for every k. A Blaschke product is an
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analytic function B of the form

00

b(z) = z" n
A: = 1

where

(i)p,px,p2, • ■ • are nonnegative integers;

(ii) the ak are distinct nonzero numbers in D;

(iii) the product Il"=1|a^|A is convergent.

For further discussion on interpolation sequences and Blaschke products, see

[2, pp. 66-74, 194-207] and [1, pp. 18-29, 136-143].

Suppose 2 f¡g¡ =£ 0 in D where them's and g's are in H°°. Then 2 f¡g¡ = eh

where h is analytic in D.

Consequently, eReA < c2|/| and so Re h - log c < log 2|/| and Re h -

loge is harmonic. This shows that the condition that log 21/I have a

harmonic minorant is necessary. It is clearly sufficient for the case tí = 1. For

n > 2, suppose the zero set of some f¡ is finite. If u(z) has a harmonic

minorant, then the zero sets of /,,/2, •••,/„ are mutually disjoint. Since the

only possible limit points of the zero sets lie on the unit circle, there exists an

open set V containing the zero set of f} such that \f-\ > <5, > 0 outside V and

2*=£/l/*l > 52 > 0 on K. Consequently, 2|/-| > 8 > 0 on the open disc, and

by the result of L. Carleson cited above,/,,/2, ...,/„ generate H00. Hence we

now restrict our attention to the case where n > 2 and the zero sets of the/'s

are all infinite.

Theorem. Given fx,f2, . . . ,fn in Hx with the zero set offx an interpolation

sequence for Hca, there exist functions gx, g2, . . . , gn in H°° with 2/g, ¥= 0 in

D if and only if log 2|/| has a harmonic minorant.

We need a preliminary result:

Lemma. Let B be a Blaschke product whose zero set {zk}k°=x is an inter-

polation sequence for H°°. Let fx,f2, ••.,/„ be functions in H°°. Then Ix = I2

where

h = {Rgo + 2 f.gr St» 8i> Sk ■ ■ ■ > Sn are in // °° }

and

I2 = { g E H°°: | g(zfc)|(2 \fi(zk)\)   ' < M for all k where M depends on gj.

Proof of Lemma. Let F = Bg0 + 2 /g, lie in /,. Then

\B(zk)g0(zk) + 2 Mzk)g^k)\(l\M^)\yl

= |S/(^)&(^)|(2U(^)|)"'<||^L
for all k. Hence 7j c I2.

<*k ■ K - z)

\*k\- i1 - «*2)
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Now suppose g G I2. For / = 1,2,...,« and k = 1, 2, 3, ... , define aik

by

Í0 »//(*)-*
a'k      jsgn/.(z,)    if/(z*)^0.

Then {aik}k°=x £ /°° for ; = 1, 2,..., n. Since {zj.JJL, is interpolating, there

exist g„ g2, . . . , g„ in //°° such that g¡(zk) = aik for i = 1, 2, . . ., n and

A: = 1, 2, 3, ... . Consequently,

\g(^k)\(^ /.(^sÁ^y1 ^ig^ii^ifii^y1 < m

for all k. So {g(zt)(2/(2t)&(**))"'}"_. e /°°, and there exists h G H°°

such that

h(zk) = g(zk)(^f,(Zk)gi(zk)y{

for every A. We have that g - />S/g, =0 on (zA.}^=l which implies that

g - /iS/g, = Bhx, where A, E H°°. Thus g = 5/i, + 2/g,/i and so g e /,.

This shows that /2 c /„ and the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem. Let Bx be the Blaschke factor of/,. Suppose log S|/|

has harmonic minorant p. Let u be a harmonic conjugate of p. Then

2|/| > e* = |e"+'ü| and thus e*+iv G Hx. Let h = p + iv and let {**}?_,

be the zero set of 5,. Then |e*fe)|C£U(2t)|)-1 < 1 for all Â:. By the Lemma,

there exist functions g0, g,, . . . , g„ in //°° such that 5g0 + 2/g, = eA. Now

/, = BXGX, where G, G Hx and G, ^= 0 in D. Hence 5,G,g0 + 'ZfgiGx =

G^*, and the proof is complete.

The condition in the Theorem that [zk}x=x be an interpolation sequence

can be weakened so that {zk}x=x is the union of a finite number of

interpolation sequences. The argument is by induction on the number of

interpolation sequences and is straightforward. P. J. McKenna has an-

nounced the following related result: Let S = {zn) be a sequence of points in

the open unit disc satisfying the Blaschke condition. Let p be the discrete

measure concentrated on the sequence S, with weights p({z„}) = 1 — \z„\2,

n = 1, 2, 3, ... . Then p is a Carleson measure if and only if S is a finite

union of interpolating sequences.
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